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General Introduction

Over the 400 million years of evolution, as of 2012, 43,244 spider species, 3879 genera and 111 families have been recorded by taxonomists (The World Spider Catalog, Version 13.0). Spider silk is a protein fiber spun by spiders. Spidroins are proteins from spider silks that have been studied for over 50 years (1). All spiders produce silks, spiders make their webs and perform a wide range of tasks ranging from three to seven different types of silk fiber. These different fibers allow a comparison of structure with function, because each silk has distinct mechanical properties and is composed of peptide modules that confer those properties (2). Araneoid spiders use specialized abdominal glands to manufacture distinct fibers and glues (3, 4). The first is Major Ampullate silk (MAA)—Dragline silk—used for the web’s outer rim and spokes and the lifeline. The second is Minor Ampullate silk (MIA) which is used for temporary scaffolding during web construction. From mechanical property perspective, both major and minor silks have high tensile strength, but MIA silks irreversibly deform when stretched, while MAA silks are more elastic (4). The third is Flag silk which is used for the capturing lines of the web. Flag silk is highly elastic (up to 300%) and perfectly dissipates the impact energy of prey (5). The forth is Egg case silk which is used for make protective egg sacs. The scanning electron micrograph shows that egg case silk is composed of fibers of two different diameters. The larger diameter fibers, which represent the major component of egg case silk, are produced by the tubuliform gland. The diameter of the large fibers was 4–5 μm, whereas the diameters the smaller fibers were on the order of 500 nm. The smaller diameter fibers, which constitute a minor component, are likely synthesized by the aciniform gland (6). The fifth silks are from Aciniform gland. Those silks are used to wrap and secure freshly captured prey (7); used in the male sperm webs (8); used in stabilimenta (7, 9). The sixth is silk glue comes from
Aggregate gland. The spider produces a glue to coat the spiral silk, it is the outer part of sticky silk-droplets of an adhesive substance are deposited along the threads. (10) The seventh is silk from Pyriform gland as the major constituent of attachment discs. (11) I must point out that: all spiders produce silks, not all spiders weave webs.

Most molecular studies of spider silk have focused on fibroins from dragline silk and capture silk, two important silk types involved in the survival of the spider, particularly the dragline silk. (6) Because of its extremely high tensile strength and toughness, dragline (major ampullate) silk has received the most attention of the spider silks (12). The pressure of natural selection has made spider dragline silk one of the most attractive materials available to date. The fiber is stronger than steel and has a tensile strength approaching that of Kevlar (13, 14). Unlike the latter, however, spider silk is also characterized by an extremely high elasticity. That unusual combination of high strength and stretch leads to toughness values never attained in synthetic high performance fibers. Other attractive features of spider silk include excellent compressive properties, ease of dye ability, extensive softening and supercontraction in humid environments, and foremost the ability to easily dissolve in aqueous solutions at room temperature (15). The latter is in contrast to synthetic fibers which, for comparable performance, require processing in very caustic solvents and/or at elevated temperatures. High strength synthetic fibers also require a post spinning draw of several hundred percent, which is totally absent in spider silk dragline (14).

The dragline has a composite nature and is predominantly made up by two proteins, the major ampullate spidroins 1 and 2 (16-18), which can be considered natural block copolymers (19, 20). Whereas spidroin 1 is distributed almost uniformly within the fiber core, spidroin 2 is missing in the periphery and is tightly
packed in certain core areas which suggest that the role of spidroin 2 in the spinning process could be to facilitate the formation of fibrils and contribute directly to the elasticity of the silk\(^{(20)}\). Short glycine-rich regions (GGX, where X represents a subset of aa) followed by a stretch of multiple alanines (poly-A) characterize both proteins. The ubiquitous poly-A stretches are hypothesized to form hydrophobic crystalline domains that are responsible for the high tensile strength of the fiber \((12, 21-24)\). In contrast, the glycine-rich regions are hydrophilic with runs of the peptide motif GGX conforming to a \(3_1\) helix\(^{(25, 26)}\). While poly-A and GGX motifs describe almost all of MaSp1, MaSp2 also has a large proportion of GPG motifs\(^{(18)}\). These proline-containing repeats likely form type II beta-turns, and such kinks in part explain the reversible extensibility of dragline fiber in part explain the reversible extensibility of dragline fiber. \((12, 20, 27-29)\)

Much of the applied research on spider silks has focused on mass-producing silk fibers for industrial use\(^{(30)}\). However, unlike domesticated silkworm, spiders cannot be readily farmed for silk because they are predatory and cannibalistic\(^{(12)}\). So, it is very difficult to obtain large amounts of fibrous spider silk from spiders. For example, Simon Peers and Nicholas Godley, a textile artist and a designer-entrepreneur respectively, have created a shimmering golden cape from spider silk. There is 1.5 kg of silk in the cape. It has taken eight years and more than a million Madagascar Golden Orb spiders to create a work of art "with the quality of a fairy story".

Instead, researchers have created biomimetic silks through transgenic technologies using partial-length silk cDNA sequences overexpression in many different types of organisms\(^{(2)}\). Such as: Synthetic genes were designed to encode analogs of the two proteins of dragline (MaSp1, MaSp2). Both analogs were produced efficiently in \textit{Escherichia coli}\(^{(31)}\), \textit{methylotrophic yeast}\(^{(32)}\), mammalian cells\(^{(33)}\) and higher plants. \((34)\). However, the products only form soluble proteins, which must be
purified and then spun into fibrous silk artificially (35). And what’s more, the yield and homogeneity of higher molecular weight silk proteins were found to be limited by truncated synthesis, probably as a result of ribosome termination errors.

The silkworm Bombyx mori also synthesizes large amounts of silk proteins in silk glands and spins them out as a fibrous thread to form a cocoon. Insights into the sequences and molecular structures have shown that silkworm silk is very similar to that of spider dragline silk. For example, both of their genes have a high GC ratio, and the proteins are composed of tandem repeats that always contain Gly-rich and Ala-rich domains in their major parts. (36) In 2000, Tamura et al. reported a method for stable germline transformation in silkworms by using a piggyBac transposon-derived vector, inaugurating a new era of Silkworm Transgenesis (36, 37). Furthermore, to date, great progress has been made in research on Silkworm Transgenesis. (38-51) The Silkworm Transgenesis make that using the silkworm to mass-produce silk fibers including spider dragline protein for industrial use possible (36, 52). In comparison with those former hosts, there was no doubt silkworm had a great merit that there is no need for considering the fiber-spinning procedure. Silkworm can spin them out as a fibrous thread to form a cocoon very easy.

Previously, several novel spider silk genes have been cloned and observed their expression in B. mori cell lines and larval bodies in our lab (36, 53-56). In my dissertation, I keep on doing some research on the two topics mentioned above (spider silk genes and biomimetic spider silks). Firstly, a completely new clone encoding the third dragline silk fibroin (Cm.MaSp1s) has been isolated. During the cloning process of Cm.MaSp1s, the genomic DNA sequencing method was proved to be a good way to retrieve information of the 5’ end of silk genes, which usually includes the region encoding the signal peptide of the silk protein. So, we used the genomic DNA
sequencing method to reanalyzed the AbCySp2 gene which was reported as non-signal peptide protein by our lab (Zhao, 2006). The result shown that AbCySp2 had an apparent signal peptide sequence; actually, the mistake had happened in a former report resulted in a 349 bp deletion event which was caused by intermolecular homologous recombination. Secondly, I have created biomimetic spider silks through transgenic technologies using partial-length silk cDNA sequence(Cm.MaSp1s) overexpression in silkworm. Finally, I analyzed the biological properties of the transgenic silkworm and the physical properties of the transgenic silk including spider silk protein.
Chapter 1: The research of the spider silk genes
Paragraph 1: Analysis of a new type of Major Ampullate Spider Silk gene, *Cm.MaSp1s*

Introduction

Araneoid spiders are unique in their production and use of different silks throughout their lifetime. Up to seven different protein-based silk fibers are produced by Orb web-weaving spiders, including Major Ampullate Dragline, Minor Ampullate, Flagelliform, Aciniform, Tubuliform, Aggregate, and Pyriform (57). Among these silks, the Major Ampullate dragline silk receives the most interest from scientists for its unique combination of high tensile strength and elasticity (58). These remarkable mechanical properties make it attractive for industrial, military and medical applications.

However, due to their territorial carnivorous nature, it is impossible to obtain large amounts of fibrous spider silk from spiders (58). Thus, to obtain large quantities of spider silk, molecular biologists have been attempting to clone silk genes for overexpression in many different types of organisms, such as *Escherichia coli*, yeast, mammalian cells, higher plants and silkworms (31-36, 59).

With the development of sequencing technology, more types of spider major ampullate silk genes have been reported. The main types of major ampullate silk genes include two types: major ampullate spidroin 1 and 2 (*MaSp1* and *MaSp2*), and the sizes of the full-length transcripts are approximately 10,000 bp or larger (7, 12, 60, 61). Here, a new type of *MaSp1*, *MaSp1s* (short MaSp1), was presented, which deviates from the large-size rule and is different from the previously reported *MaSp1*. 
Materials and Methods

Silk protein extraction and SDS-PAGE electrophoresis analysis

Mature white spiders were collected in the Independent State of Papua New Guinea (PNG). The dragline silk was reeled from its abdominal spinneret and then transported to Japan. The silk was dissolved in 8 M urea by vortexing for 10 min at room temperature, followed by incubation for 2 h at 4°C. The extracted proteins were mixed with 5X loading buffer (with 5% β-mercaptoethanol) and heated for 5 min on a dry block heater at 95°C. The prepared sample was loaded onto denaturing polyacrylamide gels (5% stacking gel, 8% resolving gel) with running conditions of 10 mA for 24 hours.

Spider silk gland preparation

Some of the collected spiders were dissected after collection under a dissection microscope to harvest the silk glands. The harvested silk glands were rapidly immersed in RNAlater solution (Ambion) and transported to Japan to be used for RNA isolation and genome DNA extraction (photographs of a spider and its dragline tensile property is shown in(Figure 1.))
Figure 1. The spider and its dragline tensile property. (a, b) photographs of one of the spiders used in this study; (c) SEM photo of dragline silk at 1500 magnification; (d) tensile property of the dragline.

**RNA isolation and cDNA library construction**

The silk glands (200 mg) dissected from *Cyrtophora moluccensis* were completely homogenized in 1 mL lysis buffer. The total RNA and mRNA were extracted from the tissue according to the protocols described in the manual of the Micro-FastTrack™ 2.0 Kit (*Invitrogen*). The cDNA library construction was accomplished in collaboration with *TaKaRa* using the Creator™ SMART™ cDNA Library Construction Kit (*Clontech, Inc*). The strategies for the cDNA library construction are described in detail in the kit manual.
DNA Sequencing

DH10B* cells (*Invitrogen*) were transformed by electroporation (1.5 kV, 200 Ω, 25 μF, *BIO-RAD*), and 2880 (96X30) recombinant colonies were chosen from the selective medium (LB/Cm plates) for culture. After modified bacterial liquid electrophoresis (62), approximately 1344 (96X14) recombinant plasmids with >1 kb insert fragments (pDNR-LIB/Sif IA and Sif IB) were chosen for plasmid extraction using the Mag-Bind® Plasmid 96 Kit (*Omega Bio-Tek*). The chosen colonies were sequenced and analyzed using the ABI Prism genetic analyzer 3100 (*Nippon Gene*). The sequencing primers were as follows:

5’-GCCAAACGAATGGTCTAGAAAGCTTCTC-3’ (3’ terminal primer) and
5’-GACGGTACCGGACATATGCC-3’ (5’ terminal primer).

Genomic DNA extraction and inverse PCR (iPCR)

The genomic DNA was extracted from 25 mg silk gland using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (*QIAGEN*), digested with *Sau3A* I (*TaKaRa*) and purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (*Promega*). The products of the restriction enzyme digestion were ligated using the DNA Ligation Kit Ver.2.0 (*TaKaRa*) for iPCR. The primers for iPCR were as follows: I-Right, 5’-AACGAAAGGAGCAGCTAA-3’, and I-Left, 5’-GTAAATGCTCCTGATTGTCCCTAA-3’.

Results

Protein components in the dragline silk

To analyze the components of dragline silk, SDS-PAGE was used to separate the proteins and found that, in addition to the two major proteins (MaSp1 and MaSp2), some other types of protein components were present, particularly a small protein of approximately 40 kDa (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Proteins components separated by SDS-PAGE. The blue arrow indicates the two major components (MaSp1 and MaSp2), which is amplified in panel B. The red arrow indicates the low molecular weight component (approximately 40 kDa), which is shown in panel C. Lanes 1-4 are the same sample.

Identification of the MaSp gene

A total of 1344 clones were selected for partial sequencing with 3’ and 5’ terminal primers. The sequencing results comprised DataSet I. To identify the target MaSp gene, all of the reported amino acid sequences for spider silk protein genes were downloaded from DDBJ and NCBI using the following keywords: spidroin, major ampullate spidroin (MaSp), minor ampullate spidroin (MiSp), flagelliform silk protein (Flag), Araneus diadematus fibroin (ADF), cylindrical silk protein (CySp), dragline spider silk protein, Aciniform, Tubuliform, Aggregate, and Pyriform. The results were defined as DataSet II. DataSet I was then compared with DataSet II using LocalBlast.exe (C. G. Zhang, 1999) with its Blast X subprogram. The results indicated that one clone, pWB4-1 (clone number), matched well with the previously
reported MaSp1. pWB4-1 was completely sequenced (Figure 3), and the inserted fragment sequence (1233 bp) was analyzed using Blast X and Blast P (Figure 4), revealing that the 5’ terminal region appeared to be lacking some upstream sequence (signal peptide region).

1 AGCGCAAGTA TGGCAGAAAG CTTTATGACT TACTTTTCTG AAGCTTTAGG ACAATCAGGA
61 GCATTTACGA AAGAACAGAT AGATGATTAT GCTCATCTAT AAAACTGGGA
121 GTGATATAGA TCCAGGAGGC AGGAGAGGCG GAGGGGACAC AGGGAGGAGG AGGGAGGAGG
181 GCATTTATGA CTCACTGATG GAGGAAAGAA GCGGGAAGAT CAGGAAGAC ATCCAGGAGG
241 CGCGAGGGAG AGGGATGATT GCCGTGCTTG CTGTATGATG ATGTATGATG
301 ATGAGGATGAG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
361 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
421 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
481 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
541 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
601 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
661 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
721 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
781 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
841 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
901 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
961 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
1021 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
1081 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
1141 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG
1201 GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG GAGGAGGAGG

Figure 3. The sequence of pWB4-1.

Query: 1 MAESFMTYFSEALGQSGAFTKEQIDDIDTIASSIKLGVDKMERSGKTSGSKLQAMNIAFA 60 +A++F+  F    G++GAFT +Q+DD+ TI  ++K  +DKM RS K+S SKLQA+N+AFA
Sbjct: 34 LADAFINAFLNEAGRTGAFTADQLDDMSTIGDTLKTAMDKMARSNKSSQSKLQLNMAFA 93 SAVAE1ATTEGQEFTETVKAVALAFALAFQFTGAVNINFIEK1NLSMFQ 115 S++AEIA  E G  +  KT A+AD+L AF+QT GAVN+ F+NEI++LISMFQ
SSMAEIAAVEQGGLSVEAKTNAM1ADSLSAFYQTTGAVNQVFNEIRSLISMFQ 148

Figure 4. Partial results of blastp. Sequences producing significant alignments.

Query: pWB4-1: Sbjct: Nephila clavipes MaSp1B.

Acquisition of the full-length MaSp1s

Inverse PCR (iPCR) is a useful method to amplify DNA sequences that flank a region of known sequence (63). Because the above analysis indicated that pWB4-1 (1233 bp) does not have an intact 5’ terminus, iPCR was used to analyze the intact 5’
terminal sequence of *MaS1s*. The result showed that the full-length gene (*MaSp1s*) is actually 87 bp longer (1320 bp) than initially determined.

To confirm the existence of the full-length *MaSp1s* gene (1320 bp) in the genome and the presence of the transcript in the total RNA, standard PCR and RT-PCR were performed using primers that included the start codon ATG to the stop codon TAA (Figure 5), respectively. The sequencing results were 100% identical (data not shown) to the sequence that comprised pWB4-1 and the iPCR results (Figure 6).

![Figure 5. The results of Genomic DNA PCR and RT-PCR. The standard PCR and RT-PCR were performed using forward primer, 5’ ATGACTTGGACAACTCGACTTGCCCTTAT 3’, and reverse primer, 5’ TTAAAGAAAGCTCGGTATACAGATTGT 3’. Lane M, φX174 Hae III digest; Lane 1, PCR negative control; Lane 2 Genomic DNA PCR product; Lane 3, RT-PCR product.](image-url)
Figure 6. Deduced translation of the MaSp1s sequence. The red frame represents the N-terminus, the blue frame denotes the C-terminus, and the region between two termini is the so-called repetitive region. The Met residue representing the first amino acid of the transcript is shaded with a red bold format. Every adenine at the -3 position (with respect to the potential start codon) is in lower case. The characteristic motifs of MaSp1s are highlighted in red.

The organization of the new MaSp1s gene
MaSp1s deviates from the rule that spider silk genes are always very large (~10 kb). The full-length transcript is only 1320 bp, which encodes 439 amino acids. According to convention, MaSp1s was divided into 3 sections: the N-terminus, repetitive region and C-terminus. And the boundaries were defined using the Blast P results (Figure 7). The amino acids sequence deduced from the DNA sequence is shown in (Figure 6).

Figure 7. The Blast P result for MaSp1s. The boundaries of the MaSp1s N-terminal region, repetitive region, and C-terminal region were predicted by the Blast P results (NCBI).

Evolutionary relationships of the N-terminal region.

According to previous reports, the N-terminal regions of spidroins are conserved (64-66), thus the N-terminus of MaSp1s was aligned with the N-termini from other
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spidroins (Figure 8). The analysis showed that the N-terminal sequence of MaSp1s is highly homologous with that of Nc.MaSp1a, sharing 56% amino acid identity (83/149) and 74% amino acid similarity (111/149).

Figure 8. Alignment of published N-terminal amino acid sequences and MaSp1s using GENETYX. The amino acids shared by 100% of the proteins are highlighted by boxes. The gaps are represented by dashes. Abbreviations: Cm.MaSp1s, Cyrtophora moluccensis MaSp1s (this study); Nc.MaSp1a, Nephila clavipes MaSp1 (EU599238); Nc.MaSp1b, Nephila clavipes MaSp1 (EU599239); Lh.MaSp1, Latrodectus hesperus MaSp1 (EF595246); Lh.MaSp2, Latrodectus hesperus MaSp2 (EF595245); Lh.TuSp1, Latrodectus hesperus TuSp1 (DQ379383); Ab.TuSp1, Argiope bruennichi TuSp1 (AB242144); Lh.MiSp, Latrodectus hesperus MiSp (HM752570); Bc.fibroin1, Bothriocytum californicum fibroin1 (HM752562); and Ni.Flag, Nephila inaurata madagascariensis Flag (AF218623S1).

The amino acid sequence motif “TTGXXN” identified by Rising et al also does not appear at position +126 to +131 in MaSp1s (64, 65). Of the 149 aligned residues in the N-terminal region, three residues, the start codon (position +1), aspartic acid
(position +58) and glycine (position +128), as reported by Hayashi et al to be conserved across the spidroin N-termini, also are found in MaSp1s (64).

**Signal peptide analysis**

In addition to the conservation of the N-terminus, the 5’ terminal sequence of the mRNA is also likely to encode a signal peptide, a key element of silk proteins, such as spider silk and silkworm silk, which must be transported across the endoplasmic reticulum and secreted (28). Therefore, the N-terminal sequence of MaSp1s was analyzed using signalP4.0 (eukaryotic option) (67) to determine whether a signal peptide was present. The analysis suggested that there was an apparent signal sequence in MaSp1s(Figure 9), and the putative cleavage site between amino acids 24 and 25 corresponds to the mature protein starting at position 25 (glutamine, Q), which is highlight by the yellow character in(Figure 6).

![SignalP-4.0 prediction (euk networks); Cm.MaSp1s](image)

**Figure 9. Signal peptide analysis of MaSp1s.**
**So-called Repetitive region**

The entire gene is only 1320 bp, and analyses indicate that MaSp1s does not have obvious repetitive regions, only including 7 similar repeat units (no extreme homogenization). However, the motif analysis suggested that MaSp1s included all of the MaSp1 characteristic motifs, such as GGX (X = A, Q, or Y), GX (X = Q, A, or R), and poly-A, some of which are highlighted with a red color (Figure 6). However, the sequence did not contain GPG motifs, which is a characteristic motif of MaSp2. Thus, this region was termed as the ‘so-called repetitive region’.

**C-terminal region**

The C-terminal region of MaSp1s was aligned with the C-termini from other spidroins (Figure 10). The most homologous region of MaSp1s to the MaSp1 proteins from other spider species is the C-terminus. The alignment results demonstrated that MaSp1s is highly homologous with Aa.MaSp1 (identity = 71/97, 73%, similarity = 88/97, 91%), and an NJ tree was obtained. These sequences can be separated into groups, depending on the type of silk, with the C-terminus of MaSp1s clustering robustly with the other MaSp1 (Figure 11).
Figure 10. Alignment of the published C-terminal amino acid sequences and MaSp1s.

Figure 11. Comparison of the C-termini of spider silk proteins. Schematic diagram of an evolutionary tree of the C-terminal-encoding sequences using GENETYX. Abbreviations: Nc.MaSp1a, Nephila clavipes MaSp1a (AAT75312.1); Nc.MaSp1b, Nephila clavipes MaSp1b (AAT75311.1); Aa.MaSp1, Argiope amoena MaSp1 (AAP88232.1); Cm.MaSp1s, Cyrtophora moluccensis MaSp1s (this study); Lh.MaSp1, Latrodectus hesperus MaSp1 (ABR68856.1); Lh.MaSp2, Latrodectus hesperus MaSp2 (ABD66603.1); Lh.MiSp, Latrodectus hesperus MiSp (ADM14322.1); Bc.fibroin1, Bothriocyrtum californicum fibroin 1(ABW80565.1); Ab.TuSp1, Argiope bruennichi TuSp1(BAE86855.1); Lh.TuSp1, Latrodectus hesperus TuSp1(AAY28931.1); and Ni.Flag, Nephila clavipes flag (AAC38847.1).

Amino acid content and codon usage
The predicted amino acid content and codon usage of MaSp1s were compared with those of the black widow spider MaSp1 (12) (Table 1). The results showed that, unlike the black widow spider MaSp1, there MaSp1s has a higher alanine than glycine content, even though the codon usage is very similar.

**Hydrophobicity analysis**

Using the method of Kyte and Doolittle, the hydrophobicity of MaSp1s was predicted, which is slightly hydrophobic, as averaged across all of the residues (average =0.103 on the Kyte-Doolittle score). The N- and C-terminal domains are hydrophobic, whereas the C-terminal region displays a higher hydrophilicity (N-terminal max = 3.66, total hydrophobicity score=27.9; C-terminal max = 2.93, total hydrophobicity score= 40.8). The poly-(A) motif (n > 4) regions show hydrophobicity, whereas the glycine-rich (GX, GGX) regions present hydrophilicity (12), regions that alternate throughout the so-called repetitive portion. Because there are more glycine-rich regions than poly-A regions, the so-called repetitive portion demonstrates hydrophilicity (average = -0.12, total hydrophobicity score= -23.09). The most hydrophobic region of MaSp1s is found in the signal peptide zone(Figure 12).
indicate hydrophilicity. The region framed in red represents the hydrophobicity profile of the N-terminus, and the region framed in blue represents the hydrophobicity profile of the C-terminus. The green line shows the highest hydrophilicity value.

**Discussion**

*Screening of a cDNA Library*

To obtain as much information from the library, the common screening methods (PCR or hybridization) were not chosen, but used direct sequencing instead. Furthermore, the screening method mentioned in our previous report was also not been employed (54) because a different cDNA library construction method was used in the present study, as the previous method was not suitable for this library screening. According to previous reports, the C-termini of spidroins share considerable conservation and also tend to group by gland type rather than the spider taxon at the protein level (12, 28). Thus, the sequencing reaction was started from the 3’-terminus of the library clones rather than from the 5’-terminus, which has been used by many other researchers. My results showed that the new screening method based on this approach is feasible and can yield at least two pieces of useful information. The first is which genes among the sequenced clones are spider silk genes; secondly, this approach reveals the type of spider silk gene (MaSp, MiSp, Flag, or TuSp). To decrease the cost of the library sequencing, 1344 (96X14) recombinant colonies of 2880 (96X30) with >1 kb insert fragments were selected for partial sequencing by the visualization of the plasmid DNA using the modified Gel Electrophoresis of Bacteria Solution method (68). Unlike the method of Beuken et al (69), the modified Gel Electrophoresis of Bacteria Solution does not use a phenol/chloroform mixture and is much faster and more stable, with results that are more clear(Figure 13).
Figure 13. A characteristic result of the Modified Gel Electrophoresis of Bacteria Solution method. The electrophoresis bands are very clear.

Signal peptide analysis

A signal peptide is a key element for such secretory proteins as spidroins. The cDNA library data initially demonstrated that the sequence (pWB4-1) did not include a signal peptide, as predicted by SignalP 4.0(Figure 14). Similar results have been reported in other spider silk genes (55, 64). It has been reported that the N-terminal Cys residues have a role in linkages between AbCySp1 and AbCySp2, which is similar to the linkage between the H-Chain and L-Chain via one of the Cys residues present in the C-termini of lepidopteran silk. The AbCySp1-AbCySp2 complex, which would possess a signal peptide, would then be transported across the endoplasmic reticulum and secreted to the Golgi (55). However, the Cys residues were not identified in the N-terminal region of pWB4-1. Furthermore, although the
model that the AbCySp1-AbCySp2 complex would possess a signal peptide is an interesting hypothesis, it has not been verified. Additionally, when the similarity of the N-terminus was analyzed, the result shown that the matching region between pWB4-1 and the previously published MaSp1 always began at a position approximately +35 AA with respect to the first Met of the previously published MaSp proteins with obvious signal peptides(Figure 4). A further analysis demonstrated that the amino sequence before the +35 is the signal peptide (data not shown).

Figure 14. Signal peptide analysis of pWB4-1

Because the complete N-terminal sequence is approximately 150 amino acids (69) and the N-terminal similarity between pWB4-1 and the other MaSp genes began at approximately +35, pWB4-1 may lack some upstream sequences. In other words, unlike most of the other spider silk genes obtained from the cDNA library, which
always have the C-terminal sequences and a small part of the repetitive region sequences, the 5’ terminal sequence of pWB4-1 is located in the N-terminal region and not in the repetitive region. For this reason, it was possible to use the iPCR method to obtain the full N-terminal sequence (if the 5’ terminal sequence was located in the repetitive region, it would be very difficult to design primers for iPCR, and the PCR products would be a smear by gel electrophoresis). The iPCR method is also much easier than 5’ RACE, another reason why the iPCR method was chosen. By using the iPCR method, an additional 87 bp upstream of MaSp1s was obtained; these 29 amino acids were predicted to include the signal peptide by signalP4.0. Thus, the full-length gene: an intact non-repetitive N-terminus, a C-terminus and a repetitive region was obtained.

Start codon

There are seven Met codons at positions 15, 16, 48, 53, 88, 102 and 159 of the N-terminal region, which suggests the possibility of more than one transcription isoform. According to the rule that an adenine at position -3, with respect to the ATG, in mammalian and Drosophila sequences enhances the likelihood of the translation start site (66), the Met at positions 15, 16 and 88 exhibit this characteristic (Figure 6). Combined with the result of Blast P (Figure 7), the second Met was chosen as the likely start codon.

MaSp1s: A new type of MaSp gene

The full-length sequence of MaSp1s is only 1320 bp. However, this short isoform is not the same as the short isoforms (mentioned by Motriuk), an isoform resulting from the N-terminus starting at a different position (66). MaSp1s is also not one of the alternative splicing variants, which was validated by genomic DNA PCR and RT-PCR (Figure 5). Similar short silk genes (not identical) also exist in other types of
spiders and insects (unpublished data). The reason why MaSp1s is so short that it does not contain as many repetitive units as the other MaSp1 proteins (up to 100 times), which determine the strength and elasticity of dragline silk (70). In other words, MaSp1s would not play a key role in determining the silk’s mechanical properties. The SDS-PAGE data are consistent with a former report that the dragline is predominantly composed of two proteins (MaSp1 and MaSp2) and some other proteins (20). The intensity of the small proteins is much weaker than that of MaSp1 and MaSp2, indicating a lower abundance of the small protein. This is circumstantial evidence that MaSp1s would not produce a dominant effect in the determination of the strength and elasticity of silk.

The function of MaSp1s is presently unclear. However, according to the analysis mentioned above, the N and C termini of MaSp1s are highly homologous with those of other MaSp proteins. It is reported that the non-repetitive termini contribute to storage and assembly of spider silk proteins (70). This rationale supports the hypothesis that MaSp1s would be partially responsible for the storage and assembly of spider silk proteins, particularly with regard to the proteins assembling together with MaSp1 and MaSp2. Perhaps MaSp1s plays a role similar to p25 in the silkworm (71). Further research is needed to elucidate the function of MaSp1s.
Paragraph 2: Reanalyzing the \textit{AbCySp2} gene of Wasp Spider \textit{Argiope bruennichi}.

Due to their unique mechanical properties, spider silks (proteinaceous polymer) have received interest from scientists. Most spider silks are composed of enormous proteins that are encoded by large genes consisting of approximately 10,000 base pairs (bp). Because spider silk genes are usually very large, it is very difficult to retrieve full-length cDNA sequence for these genes.

The development of gene molecular technology has accelerated the identification of novel spider silk genes. Some of the submitted sequences correspond to mRNA sequences, while others correspond to genomic DNA sequences. However, most of these sequences are partial coding sequences (partial cds). To date, five full-length spider silk genes: \textit{Latrodectus hesperus} major ampullate spidroin 1 (\textit{LhMaSp1}, EF595246), \textit{Latrodectus hesperus} major ampullate spidroin 2 (\textit{LhMaSp2}, EF595245), \textit{Cyrtophora moluccensis} major ampullate spidroin 1 short gene (\textit{Cm. MaSp1s}, KF032719), \textit{Argiope bruennichi} cylindrical silk protein 1 (\textit{AbCySp1}, AB242144) and cylindrical silk protein 2 (\textit{AbCySp2}, AB242145)\textsuperscript{12, 55, 72} have been identified. To meet the needs of the developing fiber industry, more and more spider silk gene will be applied in the industry. It is important to know the correct information of the genes of interest, such as \textit{CySp} which is famous for its high strain character.

However, \textit{AbCySp2} was reported by our lab as non-signal peptide protein (Zhao, 2006). Zhao explain that the N-termini of CySp1 and CySp2 contain several Cys residues, it is possible that N-terminal Cys residues have a role on linkage between CySp1 and CySp2, similar to the function of C-terminal Cys residues seen in other
silks. The CySp1-CySp2 complex, which would possess a signal peptide, would then be transported across the endoplasmic reticulum and secreted to the Golgi (55). But, this explanation was always suspected. Because, secretory signals are key elements for silk proteins, such as spider and silkworm silks. So, we reanalyzed whether the AbCySp2 gene have signal peptide or not.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

*Spider Care and Genome DNA extraction*

Mature female Argiope bruennichi spiders were collected in Ueda city of Nagano prefecture, Japan during October. Extraction of genome DNA from 25 mg brain was performed using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (*QIAGEN*).

*PCR reaction and gel extraction*

PCR was performed on ABI Thermal Cycler 2700 with following cycling parameters: initial denaturation at 94 °C for 5 min, followed by 28 cycles (denaturation: 94 °C for 30 s, annealing: 57 °C for 30 s, extension: 72 °C for 30 s) and a final extension at 72 °C for 10 min. PCR was conducted using the following primer pair: Forward Primer: 5’ GGATGCCATTGCCCAGGTGATAC 3’ and Reverse Primer: 5’ AAACGCCCTGACCAGGTGACCTAA 3’. After electrophoresis, the DNA band of interest was excised from agarose using a clean razor blade and purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (*Promega*).

*DNA Sequencing and analysis*
The purified DNA fragment of interest was cloned into the T-Vector pMD19 (TaKaRa) using DNA Ligation Kit Ver.2.1 (TaKaRa). The resulting vector was sequenced from both directions using universal sequencing primers, M13 primer RV and M13 primer M4 (TaKaRa), and an ABI PRISM® 3100 Genetic Analyzer. Computer analyses of DNA and amino acid sequences were conducted using Genetyx ver.10. The new N-terminal sequence for AbCySp2 (AbCySp2N) was analyzed using signalP4.0 (eukaryotic option) (67). Comparison between N-terminal sequences for AbCySp2 (AbCySp2O) as reported by Zhao and AbCySp2N were conducted using Blast P and Blast N on NCBI. An alignment of the transcribed DNA sequence (AbCySp2O) with my genomic sequence (AbCySp2N) was generated online using SIM4 (73).

RESULTS

Acquisition of the N-terminal genomic sequence of AbCySp2.

Previously, genomic DNA sequencing was used to retrieve information of the 5’ end of silk genes because some spider silk genes lack introns (12); thus, the genomic DNA sequencing method was chosen to retrieve the 5’ end of AbCySp2. The sequence for the 5’ end of AbCySp2 shows high similarity with AbCySp1 (Identities = 271/292 (93%), alignment data not shown). Remarkably, AbCySp2 and AbCySp1 are primarily composed of homogeneous assemble repeats (55); therefore, a AbCySp2 specific primer set was designed. The forward primer: 5’ GGATGCCATTGCCAGGTGATAC 3’, was located in the 5’ non-repetitive region of the gene, while the reverse primer: 5’ AAACGCCCTGACCGGCTAAGAAT 3’ was located in the first repeat unit of AbCySp2O. A 650 bp genomic PCR product was amplified, as indicated by the red arrow in (Figure 15).
Figure 15. PCR amplification of genomic DNA to retrieve the 5’ end of AbCySp2. Lane M is λ·Hind III digest DNA MW Standard Marker (TaKaRa). Lane M612 is a self-made DNA marker (612 bp). Lane 1 is the genomic DNA PCR product. The red arrow indicates the DNA fragment for AbCySp2, spanning from the 5’ end non-repetitive region to the first repeat unit. The black arrow shows the DNA fragment that includes the 5’ end non-repetitive region and several repeat units (possibly two).

**DNA fragment Sequencing and Computer analyses.**

The small DNA fragment (indicated by red arrow in Figure 15) was purified from the agarose gel and then ligated into the T-Vector for sequencing. The small fragment was found to be 655 bp.
By combining 655 bp with the sequence reported by A. C. Zhao (2006), a new genomic DNA sequence was derived for the 5' end of AbCySp2, AbCySp2N. Sequence analysis for AbCySp2N (data not shown) demonstrated 4 sections: the 5' UTR (1 bp to 31 bp), the non-repetitive N-terminal sequence (32 bp to 562 bp), the first “A” type repeat unit (Repeat A0, 563 bp to 853 bp) and the partial sequence for the first “B” type repeat unit (Repeat B1, 854 bp to 872 bp).

**Comparison AbCySp2O with AbCySp2N.**

AbCySp2O was reported as a mRNA (55), therefore, AbCySp2O was compared with AbCySp2N. The result is schematized in(Figure 16). Compared to AbCySp2N, AbCySp2O lacks a 349 bp region spanning from 312 bp to 660 bp; this missing region contains a partial non-repetitive N-terminal region (312 bp to 562 bp) and a partial Repeat A sequence (563 bp to 660 bp). Notably, the alignment result indicated 7 bp (312 bp to 318 bp) direct repeats flanked the deleted fragment, suggesting that plasmid pCySp2 used for AbCySp2O intermolecular homologous recombination happened in *Escherichia coli* (Figure 17).
Figure 16. Alignment result of AbCySp2O and AbCySp2N by SIM4. The start codon is highlighted by red frame, and the direct repeats are highlighted by red characters. The PCR primer set is highlighted by red frame too.
Figure 17. A schematic illustrating the intermolecular homologous recombination event that occurred in pCySp2. The homologous recombination between direct repeats leads to the formation of a smaller plasmid containing the Ori element (origin of replication) and the DNA fragment lacking the Ori element. The blue arrows indicate the DR (direct repeat), and the red part represents the deleted 349 bp region.

**Signal peptide analysis.**

The amino acid residue(Figure 18) was deduced from AbCySp2N by Genetyx ver.10 with the second reading frame (RF-2), and it was analyzed online using signalP4.0 (eukaryotic option) (67). The analysis highlighted an apparent signal peptide in AbCySp2N(Figure 19). The predicted cleavage site is located between amino acids 29 and 30. Corresponding to the mature protein start site at position 30 (Glutamine, Q), which is highlighted using red character in(Figure 18).
Amino acid residue sequence was deduced from \textit{AbCySp2N}. The initial amino acid sequence (Met) was translated using the start codon highlighted in red, and the predicted signal peptide cleavage site is also highlighted using red character.
Figure 19. Signal peptide analysis for AbCySp2N using signalP 4.0

The homologous relationship of N termini between AbCySp1 and AbCySp2N.

Compared to AbCySp2O, the above analysis revealed that AbCySp2N had another 349 bp. The N terminal of AbCySp2N was aligned with AbCySp1. The result indicated that the two non-repetitive N termini shared high homology to each other at the nucleotide sequence level (Identities = 497/534 (93%), and at the amino acid sequence level (Identities = 164/178 (92%). (Figure 20)).

DISCUSSION

According to previous reports, spider silk genes are either single exon genes (12) or have an exon-intron structure (66, 74). Compared to AbCySp2O, AbCySp2N had an additional 349 bp fragment. AbCySp2N is a genomic DNA sequence. To determine the odds that the deleted 349 bp fragment would be in an intronic region, SIM4 was used to analyze the two sequences (AbCySp2O and AbCySp2N). The result demonstrated that the 349 bp fragment is not an intronic sequence but a mRNA
sequence that was transcribed from genomic DNA. In other words, the *AbCySp2O* is not a splice variant (65).

Secretory signals are key elements of spider and silkworm silk proteins and are important in the secretion of these proteins via transport across the endoplasmic reticulum (28). According to Zhao’s report, *AbCySp2O* lacked a signal peptide (55). If the intact RF (RF-2) was used for gene analysis, the start codon selected by A. C. Zhao et al. (2006) would encounter numerous stop codons in the downstream sequence of the deleted fragment. Based on this reasoning, *AbCySp2O* would not include a signaling sequence. Similar results from other reports indicate that spider silk genes lack a signal peptide(64); this may be an artifact due to lack of upstream sequences for some of these genes. It is suggested that, if the 5’ end sequence containing a non-repetitive N-terminal region, inverse PCR is good method to obtain the full N-terminal sequence.

The hypothesis, which states that: “N-terminal Cys residues have a role on linkage between *AbCySp1* and *AbCySp2*, similar to the function of C-terminal Cys residues seen in other silks. The *AbCySp1*-AbCySp2 complex, which would possess a signal peptide, would then be transported across the endoplasmic reticulum and secreted to the Golgi” (55), may also be incorrect. According to recent reports, the N and C termini play key roles during silk protein storage and assembly and do not have a signal peptide function (70). Conversely, the silkworm strains *Nd-s* and *Nd-sD* produce extremely small amounts of fibroin, not because the mutated L-chains gene lacking the DNA sequence of the signal peptide region but because the disulfide linkage (located in the 3’ end of the genes) between the H and L chains is not formed in *Nd-s* and *Nd-sD* mutants because of the lack of Cys-172 in the mutant L chain (75).
The artificial frameshift mutation in the N-terminal region of AbCySp2O completely alters the amino acid sequence encoding this region. Consequently, previous reports incorrectly concluded that AbCySp1 and AbCySp2 contain markedly different N termini.

Why do these types of mistakes persist for long periods of time? In my opinion, there are two major reasons for this. The first is geographical isolation. Some species of spiders only exist in a few countries. Other researchers do not usually have access to materials for their experiments. In order to prevent invasion by alien or exotic organisms, most countries do not allow exotic species such as spiders to pass through Customs. Secondly, the full-length silk genes have been always generated by sequencing cDNA or genomic libraries. It is costly to retrieve full-length spider silk genes.

In summary, the N-terminal region of the AbCySp2 and found that mistakes in a former report resulted in a 349 bp deletion event was reanalyzed. The analysis revealed that the N-terminal region of AbCySp2 had a signal peptide sequence and is highly homologous to AbCySp1 N-terminal region. Furthermore, there is no intronic sequence located between the non-repetitive N-terminal region and the first Repeat A and B of $AbCySp2$. And, correct information of $AbCySp2$ obtained here will provide a theoretical basis for the gene’s industry application in the future.
Chapter 2 Expression dragline silk protein in the silkworm using transgenic method
Paragraph 1: Generation of transgenic silkworms which including the MaSp

Spider dragline silk is a unique fibrous protein with a combination of tensile strength and elasticity, which more than twice as tough as any previously described silk, and over 10 times tougher than Kevlar(76). However, due to their territorial carnivorous nature, it is very difficult to obtain large amounts of fibrous spider silk from spiders (58). Thus, to obtain large quantities of spider silk, molecular biologists have been attempting to clone silk genes for overexpression in many different types of organisms, such as Escherichia coli, yeast, mammalian cells, higher plants and silkworms (31-36, 52, 59). The silkworm, Bombbyx mori, is a domestic and well-studied silk-secreting arthropod insect in sericulture for several thousand years. Silkworm is a good candidate as a bioreactor for production of foreign proteins of interest, because it can synthesize vast amount of silk protein in its silk glands and spin it into cocoon. Silkworm silk and Spider silk are similar to each other in structures, which indicated that there would be some special advantages using silkworm to express silk protein and form new silkworm silk with similar physical properties of spider fibers(36).

To date, great progress has been made in research on Silkworm Transgenesis. In 2000, Tamura et al. reported a method for stable germline transformation in silkworms by using a piggyBac transposon-derived vector, inaugurating a new era of Silkworm Transgenesis.(36, 37)
Previously, we cloned and characterized several novel spider silk genes and observed their expression in *B. mori* (36). In this report, the expression of a spider dragline gene: *Cm.MaSp1s* by germline transformation of the silkworm *Bombyx mori* using the piggyBac transposon-derived vector (37) with the *B. mori* FibH promoter was further attempted.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Material**

The *Bombyx mori* N4 (white eye) strain were maintained in my laboratory. Larvae (from the first to the third instar) were reared on artificial diets at 25°C, and then the larvae (the fourth and fifth instar) were reared on mulberry leaves at 25°C.

**Methods**

**Cloning the repetitive unit of MaSp1s**

The repetitive unit of *MaSp1s* was amplified from cDNA library with the primers:

5’ GCTAGCACAAATACCATTCTTCTCGT 3’ (forward) and 5’ ACTAGTTGTAGCTGCAGCCGAAGCC 3’ (reverse). The amplification program consisted of an initial denaturing step (95°C for 5 min), followed by 28 cycles of denaturing (94°C for 30 s), annealing (58°C for 30 s), and extension (72°C for 1 min), and a final elongation step at 72°C for 10 min. After electrophoresis, the DNA band of interest was excised from agarose using a clean razor blade and purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System *(Promega)*. The purified DNA fragment of interest was cloned into the T-Vector pMD19 *(TaKaRa)* using DNA Ligation Kit Ver.2.1 *(TaKaRa)*. The resulting vector was sequenced from both directions using universal sequencing primers, M13 primer RV and M13 primer M4 *(TaKaRa)*, and an ABI PRISM® 3100 Genetic Analyzer.

**Vector construction**
The sequence validated PCR products (MaSp1s) were cut from the T-Vector with the restriction enzymes Nhe I and Spe I and then cloned into a pSLfa1180fa vector to achieve the plasmid pSL-FibH-MaSp1s. Then, the gene fragment coding for the carboxyl terminus of the silkworm fibroin H-chain, named the L-chain binding site (LBS), was amplified from silkworm genomic DNA with a pair of primers, 5’-CTAGCTAGCAGTTACGGAGCTGGCAGGGGATACT-3’ (forward) and 5’-CGGGATCCTAGTACATTTAAATGAATGCAT-3’ (reverse). The PCR product was digested with Nhe I and BamHI and then cloned into the plasmid (36). The resulting vector named as pSL-FibH-MaSp1s- LBS(Figure 21). The resulting plasmid was then digested with Asc I. The intact expression cassette consisting of a FibH promoter, MaSp1S gene, and LBS fragment was inserted into the pBac[3xP3-DsRedaf] vector at the Asc I site(77, 78). The final vector was designated as pBac[3xP3-DsRedaf]-FibH-MaSp1s-LBS(Figure 21).
Figure 21. Schematic of the transformation vector structure. (A) Structures of pSL vectors. pSL-FibH-MaSp1s carried silkworm fibroin H-chain promoter (FibH) upstream of repetitive unit of MaSp1s (MaSp1s). pSL-FibH-MaSp1s-LBS was the gene fragment coding for the carboxyl terminus of the silkworm fibroin H-chain been introduced into
pSL-FibH-MaSp1s at the Nhe I and BamH I site. (B) The expression cassette consisting of a FibH promoter, MaSp1S gene, and LBS fragment was inserted into the pBac[3xP3-DsRedaf] vector. The DsRed gene driven by promoter p3xP3 was used as a transformation reporter.

**Transgenesis and screening of silkworms**

Plasmid pBac[3xP3-DsRedaf]-FibH-MaSp1s-LBS was purified with the QIAGEN Plasmid Midi kit (Qiagen). A nonautonomous plasmid, pHA3PIG, was used as the helper for the production of transposase (37). Embryo injection was performed as described by Tomita (50). After injection, the embryos were allowed to develop at 25°C. G0 moths were mated randomly, and the G1 embryos were screened by detecting DsRed fluorescence under an Olympus SZX12 fluorescent stereomicroscope (Olympus). G1 positive transgenic individuals were mated within the same family to generate the G2 descendents for the following analysis. (36).

**Result**

It is reported that repetitive units of MaSp1 proteins, which determine the strength and elasticity of dragline silk(70). So, the repetitive unit of MaSp1s was cloned. And it was inserted into the piggyBac transposon-derived vector(Figure 21). In order to simplify the screening steps I chose the N4 white eye strain(Figure 22).
Figure 22. Fluorescence of DsRed in transgenic silkworms bearing pBac[3xP3-DsRedaf]·FibH·MaSp1s·LBS. Panel A shows G1 eggs with DsRed-positive embryos were viewed under DsRed excitation wavelength (left is a control). Panel B shows G1 larva (the fifth day of the fifth instar). Panel C shows G1 Pupas (left is a control). Panel D shows G1 imago. A-D were all viewed under DsRed excitation wavelength. Panel E shows G1 imagos viewed under visible light. The arrows point to the eyes.

Four distinct stages of development complete one generation of the silkworm: ova, larvae, pupa and imago. The silkworm larval life is divided into five instars, separated
by four molts. The G1 eggs were screened by detecting DsRed fluorescence under the fluorescent stereomicroscope. And the other three stages were also detected with DsRed fluorescence and visible light (Figure 22).
Paragraph 2: Biological property of the transgenic silkworms which including MaSp1s

To date, great progress has been made in research on Silkworm Transgenesis; a lot of transgenic method was used for the purpose. Tamura et al. (2000) reported a method for stable germline transformation in silkworms by using a piggyBac transposon-derived vector, inaugurating a new era of Silkworm Transgenesis. In my research, the piggyBac transposon-derived vector system was chosen to obtain the transgenic silkworm expressing the spider dragline silk gene MaSp1s.

Previously, researchers have cloned and characterized several spider silk genes and observed their expression in B. mori. But, there is limited molecular information on the biological properties of transgenic silkworms carrying a foreign silk gene. The purpose of the present work was to provide insight into the biological properties and structure of transgenic silkworm fibroin genes and proteins.

The results showed the following: 1 At the DNA level, MaSp1s (major ampullate spidroin 1) was integrated into the B. mori chromosome at scaffold 868; 2 At the RNA level, the transcription of MaSp1s did not affect the transcription of Fib-H, Fib-L or p25, and the transcription level of MaSp1s was higher than Fib-H; and 3 At the protein level, MaSp1s, the foreign silk protein, had low abundance among the total silk fibroin proteins (approximately 2%). Additionally, it had a protein-protein interaction with Fib-L through its LBS (L-chain-binding site) region through intermolecular disulfide bonds.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Material
G1 positive transgenic individuals (mentioned in Chapter 2 Paragraph 1) were mated within the same family to generate the G2 descendents (test cross) for the following analysis.

Methods

Genomic DNA extraction and inverse PCR (iPCR)

The genomic DNA was extracted from 25 mg moth head using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN), digested with Hae III (TaKaRa) for 20 h, and purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR Clean-Up System (Promega). The products of the restriction enzyme digestion were ligated using the DNA Ligation Kit Ver.2.0 (TaKaRa) for iPCR. The primers for iPCR were as follows: The left primer pair was 5'-ATCAGTGACACTTACCGCATTGACA-3' and 5'-TGACGAGCTTGTTGGTAGGATTCT-3'. Amplification was carried out with a 2 min denaturing cycle at 96°C followed by 40 cycles of 1 min at 96°C, 30 sec at 65°C, 4 min at 72°C, and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. Amplification using the right primer pair (5'-TACGCATGATTATCTTTAACGTA-3' and 5'-GGGGTCCGCATTAACGTA-3') was carried out under the same conditions except that annealing was performed at 58°C(37, 50). The purified DNA fragment of interest was cloned into the T-Vector pMD19 (TaKaRa) using DNA Ligation Kit Ver.2.1 (TaKaRa). The resulting vector was sequenced from both directions using universal sequencing primers, M13 primer RV and M13 primer M4 (TaKaRa). The sequencing results was blast on the Silkworm Genome Database (80).

RNA Preparation and Relative Quantitation of Gene Expression

PSG was excised from larvae of transgenic and wild type silkworms at the three day of the fifth instar. Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was synthesized using PrimeScript™ RT reagent Kit (Perfect Real Time) (TaKaRa), following the manufacturer’s instructions. mRNAs of FibH, FibL, p25 and LBS were quantified using SYBR® Premix DimerEraser™ on Thermal Cycler Dice™ Real Time System (TaKaRa). In this study, house keeping gene actin A3 were used as internal standards. Relative quantitative real-time PCR was performed in triplicate. The primer sets used for actin A3 were 5´- ATCACCATCGGAAACGAAAGAT-3´ and 5´- GGTGGTGGGTACAGTCTCTTA-3´; for p25 were 5´- ACCCTAATGACCAACGCAACAG-3´ and 5´- GCAACCAGAAGTCGAGGATG-3´; for fibH were 5´- TGCTGGTGATTACGCTCA-3´ and 5´- GGACGTTACGAGCAGAATAG-3´; for fibL were 5´- AACTCGTCATCAACCCTG-3´ and 5´- AAGTCATAGATTCTTCCA CCT-3´; for LBS were 5´- ACGGACAAGGTCGAGGAACTG-3´ and 5´- GCGGCAGTGCTCTGAATTTAAC-3´; for TG were 5´- GCAGCAAGCGGAAGTAGAATAG-3´ and 5´- GGACGTTACGACGAGAATAG-3´.

Preparation MaSp proteins for Polyclonal Antibody

The sample of MaSp proteins were separated from the lumen of spider major ampullate silk gland and send to Kitayama Labes Company for making the polyclonal antibody: anti-MaSp.

SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis of fibroin proteins

One part of PSGs were dissected out from the larvae at the 5th day of the fifth instar, and the fibroin secreted into the PSG lumen was manually separated from surrounding tissues. The coagulated fibroin was immersed in 99.5% ethanol, washed three times in ether, and air-dried (71). The air-dried coagulated fibroin protein was dissolved in 60% lithium thiocyanate (LiSCN) used for the SDS-PAGE and western
blotting analysis. The separated FibH, FibL protein band was excised from SDS-PAGE gel for producing antibodies: anti-FibH and anti-FibL.

PSG was ground in liquid nitrogen. Then, total protein was extracted from the homogenate using the Dynabeads® Co-Immunoprecipitation Kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. One portion of the extracted proteins was directly used for co-IP. The other part of the sample was mixed with an equal volume of 26 mM DTT (dithiothreitol) under a N₂ atmosphere(71) and used for co-IP.

Results and discussion

Genotyping analysis of the transgenic silkworms

In order to detect the foreign gene MaSp1s inserted position, iPCR was used to analyze the flanking chromosome sequence of the expression cassette (Figure 23). The Blast N result showed that the inserted site located in scaffold868 (79).

![Blast N result](image)

Figure 23. The foreign gene MaSp1s inserted site detection. The query sequence is the iPCR product, and the Sbjct sequence is part of the silkworm genome sequence (scaffold868, Chr.25). The characteristic tetranucleotide sequence ‘ttaa’ highlighted by the yellow is the piggyBac transposon’s the target site.
Transcriptional analysis of key RNAs

Silk fibroin produced by the silkworm *B. mori* consists of three components: a heavy chain (*Fib-H*), a light chain (*Fib-L*), and the glycoprotein P25(71). Quantitative real-time PCR was used to analyze the transcriptional level of these three genes after transgene insertion. There was no significant difference between the wild-type silkworm (WT) and transgenic silkworm (TG) in the transcriptional level of the three genes (Figure 24). Specifically, *Fib-H* had the same transcriptional level in both WT and TG silkworms (Figure 24). However, F(Figure 24) shows that the LBS expression level in TG silkworms was 2.8-fold higher than WT. Thus, the expression level of *MaSp1s* was 1.8-fold higher than *Fib-H*. Both *Fib-H* and *MaSp1s* contain LBS (Figure 24). However, after transgene insertion, the expression level of *Fib-H* did not change (Figure 24). Therefore, of the 2.8-fold difference in LBS expression, 1-fold is accounted for by *Fib-H*, whereas the remaining 1.8-fold is accounted for by *MaSp1s*. The expression of the foreign gene *MaSp1s* did not affect the expression of the other three genes at the RNA level, even though *MaSp1s* used the same promoter and LBS region as *Fib-H* for expression (Figure 24). Additionally, the expression level of *MaSp1s* was higher than *Fib-H*, which suggested the following: 1, the cell transcription system is equally responsive to *Fib-H* and *MaSp1s*, although *MaSp1s* is a foreign inserted gene; and 2, the transcriptional level of the foreign gene *MaSp1s* being higher than *Fib-H* may be because the expression cassette of *MaSp1s* is shorter than *Fib-H* (Figure 24). The foreign gene *MaSp1s* expression cassette may have a higher transcriptional efficiency than *Fib-H*. 
Figure 24. Typical relative quantitative PCR results. b-d show the transcriptional level of genes (A3, p25, FibL and FibH). e shows the significant difference between the TG and WT. The red line stands for WT, and the black line is the TG. f: Schematic of the primer design strategy for Fib-H and the foreign gene MaSp1s.

Protein expression analysis

The fluorescence had been detected from the G1 moth, which is just the evidence that *DsRed* gene had been expressed in the silkworm. Whether, the foreign protein
MaSp1s had been expressed into the silk PSG lumen is still unknown. To validate the foreign protein MaSp1s had been expressed, SDS-PAGE was used to separate the fibroin proteins of G2, in addition to the three proteins (FibH, FibL and p25), the other type of protein was present (Figure 25). The abundance the foreign protein (about 2% among the total fibroin proteins) is much lower than that of FibH and FibL, but richer than p25. The expression of the foreign gene \textit{MaSp1s} at protein level was confirmed by Western blotting by the anti-MaSp(Figure 26).

![SDS-PAGE of luminal fibroin proteins](image)

**Figure 25.** SDS-PAGE of luminal fibroin proteins. The image shows an additional protein band in TG compared to WT. M indicates the molecular mass marker (GE). The abundance of the foreign protein (approximately 2% of the total fibroin proteins) is lower than Fib-H and Fib-L but higher than p25. TG is the transgenic silkworm. WT is the wild-type silkworm.
Figure 26. Validation of the MaSp1s protein existing in the silkworm fibroin proteins by Western blotting using the antibody: anti-MaSp.

Although, the transcription system is equally responsive to both of them, yet the translation system is not. The abundance of MaSp1s (2%) was much lower than Fib-H (92%). The problem can probably be attributed to the difference of the repetitive elements of the two silks (spider and silkworm silk). It is reported that both organisms appear to produce gland specific pools of tRNAs (18). Since the repetitive element of spider is composed of GGX (X=A, Q or Y) and poly-A (4-10 alanines), while the B. mori is (Gly-Ala-Gly-Ala-Gly-Ser), it may be necessary to have a larger pool of alanine tRNA during translation of spider silk. What's more, the amino acid composition (mol %) is also different from each other, particularly the glutamine (Q). The spider silk gene contains 11.3%, while just 0.19% in Fib-H.

The interaction relationship between MaSp1s, FibL and FibH

It is reported that the fibroin protein complex of approximately 2.3 MDa, designated an elementary unit of fibroin having 6:6:1 molar ratios of the heavy chain, light chain, and P25, existed in posterior silk gland cells (71, 81). And the disulfide linkage between Cys-172 of L-chain and Cys c20 (20th residue from the C terminus) of H-chain has been demonstrated to be essential for the secretion of a large amount of fibroin from PSG cells (82). The L-chain binding site (LBS), which consists of the fibroin H-chain gene 3’ terminal sequence and the 3’ flanking sequence including Cys c20 and the putative polyadenylation signal sequence of H-chain (51). Based on those theories, LBS sequence was cloned to the end of MaSp1s to ensure the foreign protein can secreted from PSG cells.
According to the above vector construction strategy, if the MaSp1s can secrete from PSG cells into PSG lumen, the foreign protein would interact with FibL protein. To test this hypothesis, we detected the interaction between MaSp1s and Fib-L using co-IP (co-immunoprecipitation). Cross-validation results showed that MaSp1s was detected by Western blotting in the complex pulled down from total protein by anti-Fib-L (Figure 27). Furthermore, Fib-L was detected by Western blotting in the complex that was pulled down from total protein with anti-MaSp (Figure 27). Additionally, Fib-H was detected in both complexes mentioned above (data not shown). The results demonstrated that the Fib-L protein and the foreign protein MaSp1s did form a protein complex, as expected. Furthermore, Fib-H also participates in the assembly of the fibroin complex. In addition, to confirm the interaction between Fib-L and the foreign protein MaSp1s through disulfide linkage, the total protein was treated with DTT at 13 mM (71) before co-IP. The Western blotting results showed that the foreign protein MaSp1s was not detected in the complex that was pulled down from DTT-treated total protein with anti-Fib-L.

Figure 27. Cross-validation results of the protein-protein interaction between MaSp1s
and Fib-L. (A) The complex pulled down from total protein with anti-Fib-L antiserum. The captured complex reacted with anti-MaSp. Lane N is the negative control (wild-type silkworm). Lane P is the positive control (the antigen protein used for antibody produce). Lane anti-Fib-L(complex) is the anti-Fib-L-captured complex from transgenic silkworm reacting with anti-MaSp. (B) The cross-validation results in contrast to (A). Lane anti-MaSp(complex) is the anti-MaSp-captured complex from transgenic silkworms reacting with anti-Fib-L.

The fibroin protein complex is composed of an elementary unit of fibroin, with 6:6:1 molar ratios of Fib-H, Fib-L and P25, in posterior silk gland cells(71, 81, 83). Based on the present biochemical analysis, a new fibroin elementary unit model is presented. The transgenic silkworm fibroin consists of four proteins, Fib-H, MaSp1s, Fib-L and P25, at n:(6-n):6:1 molar ratios.

Conclusions

In this study, the biological properties and structure of fibroin genes and proteins of transgenic silkworm were analyzed by biochemical methods. The results demonstrated that the inserted foreign gene *MaSp1s* did not affect the transcriptional level of the other three genes. The MaSp1s protein can interact with Fib-L through disulfide linkage to form a fibroin complex whose composition is HₙMₙ₋₆ₙL₆P25. We hope that the results presented here will be helpful to this research field.
Paragraph 3: Physical properties and Structure of silk from the transgenic silkworm

Introduction

Humans have utilized insect silk for their benefit and comfort for thousands of years. The most famous example is the using of reeled silkworm silk form Bombyx mori to produce textiles (84). Spider dragline silk is a unique fibrous protein with a combination of tensile strength and elasticity, which more than twice as tough as any previously described silk, and over 10 times tougher than Kevlar (76). Unlike the silkworms, spiders aren’t easy to domesticate. Since farming the spiders is not commercially viable due to their highly territorial and cannibalistic nature (84). So it is very difficult to obtain large amounts of silk from spiders. Silkworm is a good candidate as a bioreactor for production of foreign proteins of interest (37, 49, 51). Because it can synthesize vast amount of silk protein in its silk glands and then spin into cocoon. Previously, we cloned and characterized several novel spider silk genes and observed their expression in the silkworms larval (36). But, there has been very limited research on the physical properties and structure of the transgenic silks including spider dragline silk protein.

In this paragraph, use the methods such as WAXD, FT-IR and DSC to detect the physico-chemical and ultrastructural characteristics of the silk. I hope that those results presented here would be a little helpful to this research field.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Material

The transgenic silkworm strain (CmMA) was maintained in our laboratory (Figure 28), which contained a foreign spider dragline silk gene (MaSp1s). Larvae (from the first to the third instar) were reared on artificial diets at 25°C, and then the larvae (the
fourth and fifth instar) were reared on mulberry leaves at 25°C. Silk fibers were produced by artificial reeling from spinneret of the transgenic silkworm at the speed of 8 mm/s at the initial stage of mounting the cocooning frame(85).

Figure 28. The Fluorescence graph of DsRed in transgenic silkworms bearing pBac[3xP3-DsRedaf]-FibH-MaSp1s-LBS.

Methods

The morphologies of the fibers were examined with a JSM-6010LA InTouchScope at 10 kV of acceleration voltage. Before placing the samples in the SEM chamber, the samples were mounted onto an aluminum stud and sputter-coated with gold/palladium for 60 s (E-1010 ION SPUTTER, Hitachi, Japan) to prevent charging.

The Tensile properties were measured with a Tensilon Model UTM-II-20 (Orientec Corporation, Japan) using standard technique at 22 °C and 65% RH at a gauge length of 20 mm. The measurements were done with load stress of 5 N at a force rate of 5mm/min.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was measured with a Shimadzu FT-IR-8400S infrared spectrometer by the ATR method in the region of 4000~400 cm$^{-1}$ at room temperature.

Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) profile was obtained by a Rigaku Rotorflex RU-200B diffractometer using Ni-filtered Cu K$\alpha$ radiation generated at 40 kV and 150 mA ($5^\circ$~ $40^\circ$), at a scanning speed of 1°/min. XRD photographs were developed using an imaging plate.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement was performed by a Rigaku Denki Co., Ltd. Instrumental (model DSC-8230) at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under N$_2$ gas atmosphere.

The thermal stability of silks was carried out with a TG/DTA apparatus (TG/DTA6200, Seiko Instruments Inc., Japan) by heating from 27 to 450°C under a continuous nitrogen purge of 20 ml/min. The heating rate was 20°C/min.(86)
Results

Surface morphology

SEM was used to analyze the surface morphology of silk fibers produced by the 5th instar at the initial stage of mounting the cocooning frame. The typical longitudinal micrograph is shown in (Figure 29). It is observed that double-stranded silk fibers linkage to each with thin layer sericin. It is of interesting to note that silks have the uniform diameter around (18.75 μm), which maybe the result of artificial reeling.

Figure 29. SEM images of silk fiber

Tensile properties

The mechanical performance of transgenic silk fibers was elucidated in (Figure 30). The result showed that the average maximum breaking stress was around 340 MPa, and the breaking strain was about 45% (Because, there was no difference between them, the data of wild type silk is not shown ).
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Figure 30. Typical tensile strength and elongation curves of silk fibers

Crystalline structure

FT-IR spectroscopy is a powerful technique to study structure at the molecular level, and reveals typical absorption bands sensitive to molecular conformation (87). (Figure 31) shows FT-IR spectra of transgenic silks. The absorption bands at 1620 cm\(^{-1}\) (Amide I) and 1227 cm\(^{-1}\) (amide III) attributed to anti-parallel β-sheet conformation, and 1520 cm\(^{-1}\) (amide II) assigned to α-helix conformation (Because, there was no difference between them, the data of wild type silk is not shown).

Figure 31. FT-IR profile of transgenic silk.
In order to elucidate the crystalline structure of aquatic silk fiber, WAXD profiles of silk fiber were recorded as shown in (Figure 32). X-ray diffraction curves showed that the major diffraction peak at scattering angle (2θ) of 23.5° (Because, there was no difference between them, the data of wild type silk is not shown ), and the smoothly diffraction peak suggested that the fiber exhibited a low degree of crystallinity (Figure 32).

![Figure 32. WAXD profiles of silk fibers: (a) X-ray pattern of silk fibers; (b) WAXD diffraction curves.](image)

Depending on XRD photographs (Figure 32), the molecular orientation of the fibers was determined quantitatively by Herman’s orientation factor: \( f = (3< \cos^2 \phi > -1)/2 \). The parameter \( f \) is 0 for no preferred orientation in fibers and 1 if all crystals are perfectly aligned with respect to each other (88). The transgenic silk with high orientation, the \( f \) is 0.9403 (there was no significant difference between them, the data of wild type silk is 0.9425 ).

**Thermal behavior**

The thermal behavior of silk fiber from transgenic silkworm was examined on the basis of DSC measurement (Figure 33). Silk fiber showed a broad endothermic peak centered around 89°C, which is attributed to the evaporation of water contained...
in the silk sample. It is elucidated that the endothermic peak around 326 °C is due to the thermal decomposition of silk fiber (Because, there was no difference between them, the data of wild type silk is not shown ). The TG/DTA curves showed that there was at 5 wt% weight-loss at 235.5 °C. (Figure not shown)

![Figure 33. DSC curves of silk fiber.](image)

**Conclusion**

In this study, the physical properties and structure of silk from the transgenic silkworm and wild type silkworm were analyzed by many physical methods. The results demonstrated that there was no significant difference between the wild type silk and transgenic silk of their Surface morphology, tensile properties, crystalline structure, thermal properties. This result is in accord with the the former function hypothesis that MaSp1s would not produce a dominant effect in the determination of the strength and elasticity of silk.
Summary

Spider silk receives the most interest from scientists for its unique combination of high tensile strength and elasticity. Previously, our lab had cloned and characterized several novel spider silk genes and observed their expression in *B. mori* cell lines and larval bodies.

In this study, two research topics were focused: one is that keeping on analyzing those novel spider silk genes (Chapter I). The other is that analyzing the transgenic silkworm and the silk from them (Chapter II).

Firstly, a unique *MaSp* gene (Chapter I paragraph I) had been isolated, *Cyrtophora moluccensis* *MaSp1s*. The full-length gene is only 1320 base pairs (bp), which encodes 439 amino acids that includes the intact non-repetitive N-terminal (149 residues), C-terminal (98 residues) and so-called repetitive regions (192 residues); the deduced molecular weight is approximately 40 kDa. It deviates from the large-size rule and is different from the previously reported MaSp1 (10 kb). The sequence analysis demonstrated that the two termini are highly homologous to the other characterized dragline silk genes but that the so-called repetitive region is different. The motif analysis suggested that MaSp1s included all of the MaSp1 characteristic motifs, such as GGX (X =A, Q, or Y), GX (X =Q, A, or R), and poly-A. My results suggest that *MaSp1s* is a possible new characteristic dragline gene; the discovery of this gene should enhance my understanding of the Major Ampullate spider silk genes. The function of MaSp1s is presently unclear. But, the N and C termini of MaSp1s are highly homologous with those of other MaSp proteins. It is reported that the
non-repetitive termini contribute to storage and assembly of spider silk proteins. This rationale supports the hypothesis that MaSp1s would be partially responsible for the storage and assembly of spider silk proteins, particularly with regard to the proteins assembling together with MaSp1 and MaSp2. Perhaps MaSp1s plays a role similar to p25 in the silkworm. Further research is needed to elucidate the function of MaSp1s.

Secondly, in the Chapter I paragraph II, the CySp2 gene of Wasp Spider *Argiope bruennichi* was reanalyzed. The reason is that to gain further understanding of egg case silk proteins gene family, A. C. Zhao et al. (2006) isolated two full-length cDNAs for egg case silk proteins, cylindrical silk protein 1 (CySp1) and cylindrical silk protein 2 (CySp2), from the wasp spider, *Argiope bruennichi*. AbCySp2 was reported to contain no apparent signal peptide sequences, and the AbCySp1-AbCySp2 complex, which would possess a signal peptide, would be transported across the endoplasmic reticulum and secreted to the Golgi. According to a report by Hayashi, genomic DNA sequencing is one approach that can be successfully utilized to retrieve 5’ ends of silk genes; using this method, the 5’ end of CySp2 was retrieved. The result shown that CySp2 contained a typical signal peptide similar to that found in CySp1; thus, due to technical limitations, an artificial error had occurred in the CySp2 sequence reported by Zhao et al. (2006). And what’s more, the mechanism which lead to the error had happen have been elucidated. The excision event occurred during cDNA library construction. When the double-strand DNA fragments produced by RT-PCR were linked into a plasmid and transformed into *E.coli*, an intermolecular homologous recombination occurred during the plasmid self-replicating process. And, correct information of AbCySp2 obtained here will provide a theoretical basis for the gene’s industry application in the future.
Chapter II was divided into three sections. In the first section (Chapter II paragraph I), the expression of a spider dragline gene: *CmA*MaSp1s by germline transformation of the silkworm *Bombyx mori* using the piggyBac transposon-derived vector with the *B. mori* FibH promoter was further attempted. The repetitive unit of *MaSp1s* was cloned. And it was inserted into the piggyBac transposon-derived vector. In order to simplify the screening steps, the N4 white eye strain was chosen. The G1 eggs were screened by detecting DsRed fluorescence under the fluorescent stereomicroscope. And the other three stages (larvae, pupa and imago.) were also viewed with DsRed fluorescence and visible light. G1 positive transgenic individuals were mated within the same family to generate the G2 descendents for the following analysis.

Although, many other researchers have done a lot work about the transgenic silkworm, there has been very limited information on the biological properties of silkworm carried the foreign silk protein. So in the second section (Chapter II paragraph II), the relationship between the foreign gene and three major components of silk fibroin (FibH, FibL and p25) was analyzed, systematically. At the DNA level, the iPCR result showed that foreign gene *MaSp1s* inserted site located in scaffold868. At the RNA level, the Real-time PCR results showed that there was not significant difference between the wild type silkworm (WT) and transgenic silkworm (TG) on the transcriptional level of the three genes (*FibH, FibL and p25*), particularly the *FibH*. It means that the expression of the foreign gene *MaSp1s* didn’t affect three major genes expression at RNA level. At the protein level, the SDS-PAGE data showed that the abundance the foreign protein (about 2% among the total fibroin proteins) is much lower than that of FibH and FibL, but richer than p25. At last, the Co-IP (Co-immunoprecipitation) was used for detecting the interaction between
MaSp1s and FibL. The results showed that the MaSp1s and FibL did formed the protein complex as expected. And the fibroin complex also contains the FibH.

In the last section (Chapter II paragraph III), the physical properties and structure of silk was analyzed from the transgenic silkworm. The reason is that, to data, there is little report about the physical properties of the transgenic silk including spider dragline silk protein. To study the properties and structure of the silkworm silk including spider silk protein, the silk was characterized by Micro tensile testing, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD), and Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The tensile testing data showed that the silk’s average tensile strength is 340 MPa and its strain is about 45%. FT-IR measurements suggested the existence of binary structure containing random coil conformation and β-sheet structure. DSC result indicated that the melting temperature of the silk is around 326 ℃. The molecular orientation calculating from WAXD pattern is 0.9403. The results obtained are providing some clue for understanding the functional role of the small silk gene(Cm.MaSp1s).

In conclusion, in this study, I focus on two research topics, one is spider silk genes, and the other is silkworm including spider silk gene. I hope that those results presented here would be a little helpful to this research field.
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